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The world for which textbooks were enough… 
does not exist anymore.



OER are teaching, learning, and research 
resources that reside in the public domain or 

have been released under an intellectual 
property license that permits their free use and 

re-purposing by others. 



Open educational resources include full 
courses, course materials, modules, textbooks, 

streaming videos, tests, software, and any 
other tools, materials, or techniques used to 

support access to knowledge.



If we want the school experience 
to mirror the life experience, 
a single resource/textbook 
is no longer the answer.
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Curating digital curriculum in Newton





What we tried first...

○ Our Newton Initiative and the goals of Our Newton
○ Digitizing the curricular workflow for delivery to 

learners
○ What we found 





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5m7852yIAM


Back to the Drawing board

○ Needed to focus on curricular curation and 
organization 

○ Needed options for deployment and delivery for both 
Teachers and Learners

○ Ease of adjustment and updating
○ Availability to integrate numerous content resources 

and suppliers



The New Model
Learning Object Repository

1. Developing the Curation Process
2. Converting current documents

 
Interoperability

1. IMS Global Compliance
2. LMS and LOR working together
3. Culture shift
4. Learning Analytics



Paul Tritter 
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Using Professional Learning to 
Increase Fluency with Digital 

Content Curation



Brainstorm #1

What do we use textbooks for?

http://bit.ly/DigitalText
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Brainstorm #2

When you have tried to get teachers to use 
technology in the past, what kinds of responses 
do you encounter? Tell a story to a neighbor.



Principles of Good PD

● Springs from genuine questions of practice
● Acknowledges the strengths of the learners
● Start with pedagogical implications, not 

technological ones
● Learning is cumulative and continuous and 

collaborative
● Involves ongoing support, close to the 

classroom
● Models



Hooks for Digital Curation

● Differentiation
● Engagement
● Inquiry and Project-Based Learning
● Self guided learning for students
● Space-saver (searchability)
● Time-saver
● Anti-Authority



One Final Consideration

Curation IS a pedagogical aim



How do you work with teachers?

In your school or district, what are the contact 
points with teachers what are the supports?

What is one tool you have learned about today 
that you’d like people to use?
What’s the first move you’d make?


